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ABSTRACT With the advent of the 5G and Artificial Intelligence of Things (AIoT) era, related technologies

such as the Internet of Things, big data analysis, cloud applications, and artificial intelligence have brought

broad prospects to many application fields, such as smart homes, autonomous vehicles, smart cities,

healthcare, and smart campus. At present, most university campus app is presented in the form of static web

pages or app menus. This study mainly developed a Deep Neural Network (DNN) based emotionally aware

campus virtual assistant. The main contributions of this research are: (1) This study introduces the Chinese

Word Embedding to the robot dialogue system, effectively improving dialogue tolerance and semantic

interpretation. (2) The traditional method of emotion identification must first tokenize the Chinese sentence,

analyze the clauses and part of speech, and capture the emotional keywords before being interpreted by

the expert system. Different from the traditional method, this study classifies the input directly through the

convolutional neural network after the input sentence is converted into a spectrogram by Fourier Transform.

(3) This study is presented in App mode, which is easier to use and economical. (4) This system provides

a simple voice response interface, without the need for users to find information in complex web pages or

app menus.

INDEX TERMS Augmented reality, smart campus, convolutional neural network, recurrent neural network,

emotional recognition, chinese word embedding.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of mobile devices and the Inter-

net, the way of information dissemination has evolved from

early print media, television, and broadcasting to today’s

various mobile devices and app applications. The tradi-

tional network application model is also facing huge change.

According to the results of the 2017 Taiwan Broadband Inter-

net Usage Survey (TWNIC 2017) [1] by Taiwan Network

Information Center (TWNIC), the number of Internet users

in Taiwan reached 18.97 million, of which 40% were con-

nected to mobile telecommunication networks. Its number

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Patrick Hung.

has surpassed ADSL/VDSL, and the data shows that mobile

Internet access is the mainstream of modern Internet use in

Taiwan. In Taiwan’s university campuses, whether through

the fee-based mobile newsletter or the free WiFi provided

by the campus, using mobile phones to conduct a variety of

activities has become a daily routine for today’s students.

According to [2], Taiwan’s smart phone penetration rate is

73.4%, and it is also the highest in the Asia-Pacific region.

A total of more than 16 million users over 12 years old are

using mobile devices every day since 2015 [3]. The NCC [4]

3G/4G mobile communications survey report also indicates

that the traffic volume of mobile communication data from

Q1 of 2014 to Q4 of 2018 is increasing yearly. In view of

this, Taiwan’s colleges and universities have also launched
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campus-related apps to facilitate teachers, classmates, fresh-

men or parents to conduct a variety of school affairs, aca-

demic inquiry and management operations directly on the

mobile phone. Among them, basic common functions such as

campus calendar inquiry, latest announcement information,

student affairs management, various rooms and department

introductions and links. Some Apps also offer advanced fea-

tures such as class selection, new student registration and

book lending and renewal. As shown in Figures 1∼2.

FIGURE 1. Taiwan’s colleges and universities exclusive apps (source:
google play).

FIGURE 2. Ming Chuan university (tauyuan, taiwan, R.O.C.) exclusive
app (source: google play).

Due to the rise of the Artificial Intelligence of Things

(AIoT), Big Data, Interactive Technology and Artificial Intel-

ligence, Smart Campus related applications are gradually

being valued by all walks of life. The definition of a smart

campus is very broad. Campus disaster prevention, envi-

ronmental monitoring, environmental protection and energy

conservation, cloud classrooms, cloud learning, interactive

technology use, school electronic management, paperless

campus, and integrated school and academic application,

are all part of the smart campus application. Smart Campus

Application also refers to the integration of school student

affairs, campus resources and application systems by using

new technologies to change the way students, school and

staff interact with campus resources. The clarity, flexibil-

ity, and responsiveness of academic application interactions

enable a campus model of smart chemistry management.

With the rise of machine learning and deep learning, vari-

ous artificial intelligence applications are constantly being

introduced. However, it is still rare to apply it into smart

campus applications.

Most of the current campus apps are similar to the official

website of the school. There are not many examples presented

in the form of chatbot or personal mobile assistants. This

study uses the deep network technology to develop emotion-

ally aware chatbot and combined with the campus student

affairs app to implement an emotional aware, humanized and

personalized campus virtual assistant.

II. RELATED WORKS

According to statistics from the Ministry of Education and

the Ministry of the Interior, the number of teachers and

students in colleges and universities in Taiwan currently

exceeds 1.15 million, and each person spends an average

of more than 6 hours on campus each day [5]. Effectively

integrate technologies such as the Internet of Things, Cloud

Computing, Big Data, Artificial Intelligence, AR/VR appli-

cations, etc., and through the friendly system interface, can

provide teachers and students with smart and paperless ser-

vices for campus administration and student-centred learn-

ing efficiency. The EBTIC (established by Etisalat, BT and

Khalifa University, supported by ICT Fund in the United

Arab Emirates.) annual white paper ‘‘The Intelligent Cam-

pus’’ released in 2010 clearly summarizes the six focus areas

of future smart campus development. The major areas are:

iLearning, iGovernance, iHealth, iGreen, iManagement and

iSocial [6]. The IBM (2016) Smart Campus Report states that

most higher education institutions begin to record and analyze

student activities, including learning activities, assignments,

and performance. Through data analysis and smart computing

can help improve the learning experience of students [7].

In 2017, the Executive Yuan (R.O.C., Taiwan) promoting

the ‘‘Forward-looking Infrastructure Development Program’’

[8], a special budget of NT $880 billion will be invested in

eight years to build Taiwan’s infrastructure.

In the ‘Digital Infrastructure and Innovation Smart Cam-

pus Construction’ subproject, in addition to improving the

overall network infrastructure of school campuses at all

levels in Taiwan, the project further assists the school to

integrate emerging technologies such as wearable devices,

AR/VR and AI technologies in classroom teaching. In recent

developments, [9] introduced the application of IoT tech-

nology to the design of smart campus solutions. It uses

WiFi to connect sensors and cameras to provide smart

parking and smart classrooms on campus. Other applica-

tions are used to support campus teaching activities [10],

multimedia conferences [11], learning resources teaching

performance [12], 5G network teaching platform [13] and

campus sensors connected to mobile phones [14]. This

research developed a practical deep learning-based voice

assistant that can effectively replace traditional campus offi-

cial websites and apps. Users only need to use voice input to

retrieve campus related information without any complicated

operations.
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A. DEEP NEURAL NETWORK AND SPEECH

EMOTION RECOGNITION

The vigorous development of deep neural networks has

opened up new fields of machine learning research, and

its various applications have gradually appeared in peo-

ple’s lives. Including speech recognition systems, face recog-

nition systems, autonomous vehicles, machine translation,

emotional analysis and product recommendation, natural

language processing, and a variety of image labeling and

classification systems [15]. In 2018, the ‘Turing Award’ was

awarded to the deep learning masters Hinton, LeCun, and

Bengio [16]. It shows that artificial intelligence/deep learning

has brought tremendous and far-reaching influence to the

current scientific community. The theoretical contributions

of the Turing Award in 2018 include Hinton’s Neural Net-

work Back-propagation algorithm [17], LeCun’s Convolu-

tional Neural Network (CNN) concept [18] and Bengio’s

Word Embedding model [19].

Deep learning uses training data to allowmachines to learn

autonomously and obtain predictivemodels, and to obtain and

output corresponding results instead of compiling programs

with specific or known rules. Machine learning is mainly

divided into supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and

reinforcement learning [20]. The difference between the three

is that supervised learning is to input a set of manually labeled

training data to learn a new set of models to predict the class

of a new data. In unsupervised learning, a set of data sets that

do not explicitly indicate the processing method is given to a

deep learningmodel. The training data set is a set of examples

with no specific expected results or correct answers. The

neural network will try to extract the potential correlations of

the data attributes and group them. Reinforcement learning

originates from trial-and-error in the psychology of animal

learning. Reinforcement learning seeks a trade-off between

exploration and exploitation: on the one hand, it takes effec-

tive actions that have been discovered, on the other hand,

it must also explore those actions that are not recognized to

search better solutions.

Training for deep learning can be divided into three steps:

defining the learning target, defining a network structure,

and finally training through a numerical method. The net-

work structure of a deep network can be thought of as a

set of functions that can be used to describe data. Once

the correct function parameters are found, we can use this

function to convert the input data into prediction results.

Defining the network architecture is to first select a group

of possible functions for the next deep learning training

process.

In the network structure, each neuron has a built-in acti-

vation function to perform non-linear transformation on the

input data. The activation functions commonly used in deep

networks are Sigmoid, Tanh, and the Rectified Linear Unit

(ReLU), as shown in equations 1-3.

f (a) =
1

1 + e−a
(1)

f (a) =
ea − e−a

ea + e−a
=
e2a − 1

e2a + 1
(2)

f (a) = Max(0,a) (3)

Sigmoid function, also known as Logistic function [21],

is a smooth function that is convenient for differentiation.

The Sigmoid function is not zero-centered, which may lead to

slower convergence of model training. The Tanh compresses

the value between -1 and 1 and solves the problem of non-zero

centering. However, the problem of gradient disappearance

and power operation still exists [22]. Compared with hyper-

bolic functions such as sigmoid and tanh, ReLU has the fol-

lowing advantages [23]: 1) In the process of gradient descent

and backpropagation, the gradient exploding and vanishing

problems are effectively avoided, 2) ReLU does not need to

use any exponential operation, which can greatly reduce the

amount of calculation, and 3) In neurophysiology, neurons do

not transmit messages if the cell’s stimulus does not reach a

certain intensity. When the stimulus intensity reaches a criti-

cal point, it will cause nerve impulses to transmit information.

The ReLU function successfully simulated this phenomenon.

In recent years, automatic speech recognition technology

has matured, and the touch-based human-computer interac-

tion has gradually been replaced by voice operations and

dialogues. In addition to communicating with people through

text and voice, the emotions implicit in the context also

contain important and rich information. In view of this,

Speech Emotion Recognition (SER) based on machine learn-

ing and deep learning has become a popular research topic.

Typical machine learning-based Speech emotion recognition

system [24] includes emotional speech input, feature extrac-

tion, classification model and recognition emotion output.

Commonly used classification models include SVM, HMM,

Gaussian Mixed Model (GMM), etc. In [25], Speech Emo-

tion Recognition from Spectrograms with Deep Convolu-

tional Neural Network was proposed. The proposed approach

reached the accuracy up to 84.21% in Berlin emotional

database. References [26], [27] reviewed several common

emotional databases andmachine learning-based approaches,

such as PCA, Naïve Bayes Classifier, Spectrum method,

SVM, regression, etc. The top classification accuracy is up

to 90%. Reference [28] proposed 1D & 2D CNN LSTM

networks for speech emotion recognition on Emo-DB and

IEMOCAP databases and achieved an average classification

accuracy of 90%.

B. VIRTUAL ASSISTANT

Several mobile device virtual assistants that have been com-

mon in recent years include Google Assistant [29] developed

by Google, Siri [30] developed by Apple, Cortana [31] devel-

oped by Microsoft, and Echo developed by Amazon [32].

Google Assistant, Siri, and Cortana are all designed with

similar concepts and architecture. The goal is to make it

easier andmore convenient for users tomanipulate the system

and equipment. These voice assistants have the function of

combining system and program, so that users can easily make
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calls, play music and record things without using their fin-

gers. However, most voice assistants need at least one to two

seconds, up to five to ten seconds of interpretation time [33],

and in most cases directly search for sentences that cannot be

interpreted semantically, without more machine dialogue.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this research, we implemented a deep network-based

campus virtual assistant. The virtual assistant is presented

as a chatbot. Considering the popularity of mobile phones,

the chatbot is implemented as an app. To enable intelligent

environment for the smart campus, the user flow chart of the

emotionally aware virtual assistant is proposed as Figure 3.

The detail of user flow is as follows.

FIGURE 3. User flow chart of the proposed emotionally aware virtual
assistant.

• At first, the proposed virtual assistant will be active

by calling wake-up words at the step of Start Virtual

Assistant.

• In the stage of Guided Dialogue, the assistant will pro-

vide essential tips for service usages.

• In the stage of Voice Conversation, users can deliver

requests to the assistant by speech interaction.

• The proposed CNN module classifies the Emotional

Label of a voice command. In addition, the pro-

posed RNN-LSTM module provides the corresponding

response and action by the input of emotional label and

the word embeddings of a voice command.

• According to the corresponding response and action,

the virtual assistant performs conversations and tasks.

Finally, the assistant ends if no more user commands.

A. DEEP NEURAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

The proposed deep network hierarchy is shown in Figure 4

and can be divided into two parts. In the first part, the speech

input will transform into spectrograms by Fourier Trans-

form [34]–[36] as Figure 4-(a). The spectrograms can be the

input of the proposed CNN-based emotion recognition mod-

ule [35]. The second part is shown as Figure 4-(b), the speech

input will translate into words by the speech-to-texts tool.

And then, the words of voice command will transform into

the word embeddings. The emotional label from the emotion

recognition module and the word embeddings are the input of

RNN-LSTM. Finally, the corresponding response of a voice

command is the natural language output. The details of the

important modules are as follows.

1) SPEECH PRE-PROCESSING

The input to this study is a natural language statement. The

audio signal is input into the trained CNN module for emo-

tion recognition after Fourier transform. In this study, the

44, 100 Hz/16-bit frequency band is used for sampling and

conversion. This frequency band is used because the limits

of the microphone and the human ear are interpreted to be

between 20 Hz and 20,000 Hz [37].

2) CNN CLASSIFIER MODULE

The module input is the spectrogram, and the output is its

emotion type. This module contains several Convolutional

Layers, Max-Pooling Layer, Full-connected Layer and Soft-

Max output layer. The Deep Convolutional Neural Network

was proposed by Yann LeCun and has been widely used in

the major Machine Learning, Speech Analysis and Pattern

Recognition competitions in recent years. DCNN has been

applied in many different fields of research [38]–[42]. A typi-

cal convolutional neural network is a seven-layer architecture

and contains several special hidden layers:

a: CONVOLUTIONAL LAYER

Convolution is a typical image processing mask operation.

The image can be manipulated such as smoothing, edge

detection, fogging, or blurring through a specific Convo-

lutional Kernel. In deep networks, the convolution is used

to detect graphical features. Compared with the traditional

image processing convolution operation, the advantage of the

CNN convolution operation is that the convolution kernel

is obtained through ‘‘Training’’ and is continuously updated

by the gradient descent rule. Traditional image convolution

operations, such as edge detection, sharpening, and blur-

ring, must be performed through specific convolution kernels.

In deep networks, the convolution kernel is the weight of the

neuron connection, so it has the ability to extract features

from traditional convolution kernels and the ability to ‘‘learn’’

how to extract features.

b: POOLING LAYER

Images have a similar ‘‘static’’ feature. After the global fea-

ture is extracted from the convolutional layer, the feature

map is simplified by the region through the Pooling Layer.

After the original image features are pooled, a much lower

dimension graph will be obtained. In addition to reducing

the complexity of subsequent operations, it can also effec-

tively reduce overfitting due to excessive feature neurons. The

gradient descent process mainly adjusts the weight of each
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FIGURE 4. Block diagram of the overall architecture.

layer by:

wt+1 = wt − γt∇wE (4)

where E is the error function and learning rate γt is a positive

number.

3) WORD EMBEDDING (WORD2VEC) PRE-PROCESSING

The Word Embedding is a key breakthrough for deep net-

works in natural language processing in recent years. In a

given corpus, the vector representation of a word can effec-

tively reduce the dimension of lexical and embed semantics

in low-dimensional vector. Since Salton and McGill [43]

proposed the Vector Space Model (VSM), the VSM has been

widely used in word representation and short sentence simi-

larity. In this study, Word embedding (Word2Vec) is the input

vector of the RNN-LSTM network. Word embedding is a

new word representation in recent years, and its vector repre-

sentation is learned from unsupervised neural networks. The

word embedding was first published by Hinton in 1986 [44].

Bengio extended its concept to a neural network language

model in 2003, followed by several scholars [45]–[49], has

replaced the traditional vector space model as the most pop-

ular word representation.

The basic idea is to represent the value of a vector by the

point in the corpus that is adjacent to the target word (ie, other

adjacent words).

Because of this characteristic, the word embedding itself

has the advantage of expressing the word distance. The

method of generating the word vector is to use the neural

network language model. This module gives the vocabulary

vector for subsequent calculations. Because a single Chinese

character does not have an independent meaning [50], the cor-

rect way of tokenizing words has a great impact on the

performance of Chinese natural language processing. The

procedure of the word pre-processing module contains

the following steps:

1) The Word Preprocessing Module will first tokenize

the Chinese sentences into phrases via the Jieba

Chinese word segmentation tool [51], which is a Hid-

den Markov Model (HMM) based approach, and then

convert each meaningful phrase into Chinese Word

Embeddings.

2) The yearly-accumulated results of Facebook on

Wikipedia websites are adopted in the proposed frame-

work to conduct word correlation and matching [52].
After the user inputs the voice data, in addition to the

emotion recognition by CNN, the identified emotion tags and

text must be responded to by the trained recurrent neural

network (RNN). In the proposed architecture, the input to the

RNN is a trained word embedding.

4) RNN-LSTM

In convolutional neural networks, the training and discrimina-

tion of individual data is often operated independently. There-

fore, this technique is relatively unsuitable for application in

sequential data input such as audio or natural language. The

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [53] is relatively suitable

for processing sequence data (ie, highly correlated between

contexts).

The recurrent neural network structure is shown in

the Figure 5. The left and right sides are the same network

structure, except that when the training data is input, the out-

put of the hidden layer is transmitted to the hidden layer of the

next round as well as to the next layer, thereby maintaining

the dependency between the data. U , V , and W in the above

architecture are shared weights.

A nonlinear transformation of Hyperbolic Tangent Func-

tion (tanh, equation 2) takes place in the U to hidden

layer. In addition, the multi-category output is converted by

Soft-max Function before V to output. The error function

used in the architecture is Cross Entropy, as shown in equa-

tion 5, where yt is the label and ŷ is the predicted value.

E
(

y, ŷ
)

= −
∑

t

yt log ŷt (5)

Long short-term memory (LSTM) [54] is a special RNN,

mainly to solve the gradient vanishing and gradient explosion
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FIGURE 5. Recurrent neural network architecture with weights matrix U,
V, and W.

problems in long sequence training. The difference between

RNN-LSTM and basic type RNN is that the basic type of

RNN reduces the memory between data as the data sequence

increases. In theory, the gradient feedback of the hidden layer

will decrease layer by layer as the sequence data increases.

LSTM can effectively improve this problem. LSTM is basi-

cally a recurrent neural network and the difference is that

there are more gates between the nodes of the hidden layer,

which choose memory and forgetting. The chatbot of this

study uses the RNN-LSTM seq2seq [55] training model.

B. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND USAGE PROCESS

The system architecture of this research is divided into

user interface and server. Basically, the overall architecture

includes the user transmitting the voice data to the server

for processing, and then transmitting the relevant identifi-

cation result of the server to the user for presentation and

subsequent use.

FIGURE 6. User interface and the home screen.

1) USER INTERFACE

The left side of Figure 6 shows the UI main screen, providing

an interactive interface. The background uses the back lens

of the mobile phone for projection, giving the user an Aug-

mented Reality (AR) experience. The first guided question

is provided when you open the mobile app. After the user

completes the recording, the system will transmit the voice

message to the backend server for processing. After the

processing is completed, the user’s emotions and returning

statements will be obtained.

The returning statement will use the voice and text inter-

changing technology to make a reply, so that the interaction

can be continued. In order to provide cross-platform features

and user AR experience, the front-end interface of the system

is implemented in Unity 2D/3D game engine [56]. The sys-

tem also provides a total of nine different virtual characters

for users to choose.

2) SERVER SITE

The server side is a web service written in python. The back

end integrates deep network training, voice emotion recogni-

tion and Chatbot. There are other data processing functions

such as the use of Google’s online voice-to-text service,

voice-sweeping features and web server functions. The chat

bot in this study consists of two parts, emotion recognition

and chat. In the emotion recognition, the DIGITS system [57]

provided by NVidia is used to train the convolutional neural

network, and the emotions are tagged in JSON format. The

training word embedding requires a large amount of text to

be trained in advance to obtain a more accurate word vector.

The training corpus for this study is from Chinese Wikipedia.

After the user turns on the system, the virtual assistant will

lead into the guided dialogue mode. The conversation can

begin with a thoughtful greeting. For example, ‘‘Is it already

at noon, have you eaten?’’ or ‘‘Good morning, is it good

today?’’

After the user responds, the system will interpret the user’s

emotions and give corresponding positive feedback. After a

short chat, the virtual assistant will guide the user to a task

query (for example: class time or classroom, etc.) or actively

push the event.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

This research experiment is divided into two parts: spectro-

gram emotion recognition and robot dialogue. The hardware

environment uses the CPU of core i7-4790 3.6Ghz, 8Gb

memory and the GPU of GeForce GTX 1050Ti 4G. The

operating system is installed with Ubuntu 16.04.

A. SPEECH EMOTION RECOGNITION

This study collected five men and women, each entering 200

positive, negative and normal emotions. The sound is WAV

format, the length is about 5 seconds, the sampling resolution

is 16 Bits with sampling frequency 48 kHz mono, which

is the sound above CD quality, and the upper bound of the

frequency that can be distinguished by the human ear. Among

them, 80% are randomly selected as the training set and 20%

as the testing set.

This study uses Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) [58]

to convert sound into a spectrogram. Audio analysis often

uses Fourier transform, Short-Time Fourier Transform, and
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FIGURE 7. Colored spectrogram samples, (a) Positive, (b) Normal and
(c) Negative.

Wavelet Transform. Short-Time Fourier Transform is a math-

ematical conversion relationship of Fourier transform for

analysis between time and frequency domain. The Fourier

Transform converts the time domain signal to the frequency

domain signal. If the signal time is too long, it is difficult to

analyze. The STFT can observe the frequency domain change

in a certain period through the sliding window, and the sound

characteristics can bemore easily observed [58]. In this study,

the collected sound signal is transmitted through the STFT

method to obtain the spectrogram of the sound, as shown

in Figure 7. The conversion formula of STFT is as shown in

equation 6, where ω (t − τ) is a window function and x (t) is

the signal to be converted.

X (t, f ) =

∫ ∞

−∞

x (t)ω (t − τ) e−jωtdt (6)

FIGURE 8. Gray scale spectrogram samples, (a) Positive, (b)Normal and
(c) Negative.

This experiment compares the performance of differ-

ent algorithms, including GoogLeNet [59], AlexNet [60],

LeNet [61], Bayes Classifier, Decision Tree, SVM and

K-NN [20]. In the pre-processing of data, in order to test the

influence of different information amount of data on training

time and accuracy, this study also converted the map with

the RGBA four-channel color map to grayscale. Since the

amount of information in the grayscale map is one-third the

size of the color map, this study expects to reduce the training

data and speed up the overall training and testing time during

training. The converted gray scale maps are shown in Figure 8

TABLE 1. Results of the gray scale data set.

according to the categories. From left to right are negative,

normal, and positive emotion categories.

The training number of AlexNet, GoogLeNet and LeNet

is 1000 epoch, with batch size 16 of the Stochastic Gradient

Descent (SGD) [62]. The results of different algorithms are

shown in Table 1 and Table 2. The results show that the

grayscale image does not reduce the total number of deep

network trainings because of its relatively small amount of

information [63].

TABLE 2. Results of the colored data set.

The number of lost messagesmay cause themodel to spend

more time to converge. In the experiment, AlexNet had the

longest training time in the results of various methods, but

the accuracy of emotional recognition in the test phase was

highest with GoogLeNet, and KNN, SVM and Decision Tree

are more likely to encounter overfitting. Since GoogLeNet

achieved the highest performance in the experiment, the

released version of the proposed system uses GoogLeNet for

emotion recognition processing.

B. DIALOGUE TRAINING

In the dialogue training, the system is divided into three

categories for students’ common problems on campus: stu-

dent affairs inquiry, off-campus rental housing and restau-

rants recommendation near the school, and the number of

training materials is about 1800, 3200 and 1600, respectively.

Table 3 lists some of the student affairs query conversations.

During our research, we found that a specific conversation
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TABLE 3. School affairs dialogue samples.

topic requires at least 4-8 similar sentence patterns as training

materials. When the training corpus samples are small (less

than 500 sentences), if not supplemented by Word Embed-

ding, the response will produce a great error. After consider-

ing theword vector, basically the questions in the range can be

answered correctly. The data set and code (including frontend

Apps, backend programs and data sets) for this study has been

published on:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1B68aynDlN_

enkH1STT2chMetl6aiCTQG?usp=sharing

V. CONCLUSION

The introduction of AIoT and mobile voice assistants into

campuses will be the development trend of smart campuses

in the future. In this study, we implemented a smart campus

virtual assistant based on deep convolutional neural net-

work (CNN) and long-short term memory recurrent neu-

ral network (RNN-LSTM). This is a comprehensive study

combining speech recognition, emotion recognition, Chinese

word vector (word embedding), robot dialogue and campus

app. The front-end avatar is modeled by the Unity 3D game

engine, which has corresponding bodymovements depending

on the user’s mood and dialogue. This study can achieve

a maximum accuracy of 95.6% in short sentence emo-

tion recognition. With guided questions and Chinese Word

Embedding, Chatbot can correctly answer students’ topics

about campus maps, classroom configuration, surrounding

dining and basic school affairs, and can provide basic con-

textual dialogue based on the user’s emotions. This research

uses the Unity 3D model to implement AR contextual dia-

logue robots. In the future, combined with a personalized

voice assistant, with campus administration, school affairs

and sensors distributed throughout the campus, replacing the

official website or app with a virtual campus assistant will no

longer be out of reach. This research can be applied to AR

virtual campus navigation, friendly campus applications, and

advanced school affairs applications, such as course selec-

tion, schedule query, grade query, leave and other customized

campus service.
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